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Welcome Letter
February 26, 2021
Dear Maternal Mental Health Advocates,
I am delighted that you will be joining Maternal Mental Health Leadership Alliance and the March of
Dimes on Thursday, March 4 for Maternal Mental Health Advocacy Day. Thank you in advance for
your time and talent as you help raise awareness about maternal mental health (MMH) and request
funding for programs that will help women and families affected by MMH conditions.
The March 4 Advocacy Day is focused specifically on requesting additional FY22 funding for two
established programs to address MMH
• $5 million for grants to states to create programs to address MMH.
• $2 million for the newly-funded (but not yet established) MMH hotline.
The budgeting process in the federal government, known as the Appropriations process, has a long
lead time, which is why we are advocating NOW for next year’s budget and laying the groundwork for
future additional funding.
Each and every one of us is an advocate, and every person has an important role to play during and
following Advocacy Day.
• MEETING TEAMS will meet with Members of Congress that are responsible for federal funding
(i.e., Appropriations) and their staff to educate them about MMH issues and request
additional funding for established federal programs addressing MMH.
• AMPLIFYING TEAMS will educate, engage, and mobilize via social media with the goal of
reaching legislators and making a difference in the decision-making process. The more times a
legislator hears about an issue from his/her constituents, the more likely the issue will rise to
the top of the priority list.
Our goal -- through this packet and the accompanying webinars on Monday, March 1 -- is to provide
the information and tools that will make everyone feel comfortable in their advocacy roles. Elected
officials truly want to know about issues affecting their constituents and want to find ways to address
these issues. Our job as advocates is twofold: to educate legislators about MMH issues and to
provide solutions that will address these issues.
I look forward to “meeting” all of you during Advocacy Day events next week, and I am honored and
humbled by your dedication to helping new mothers and families get off to the best start possible.
Sincerely,

Adrienne Griffen, MPP
Executive Director
Maternal Mental Health Leadership Alliance
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Roles & Responsibilities of Advocacy Day Teams
Advocacy Day Meetings Teams will meet with elected officials and/or staff to ask for additional funding for
established MMH programs: $5 million for grants to states to create programs to address MMH and $2 million
for the newly-funded (but not yet established) MMH hotline. Meetings are scheduled for 30 minutes, but will
likely be shorter. Most meetings will be with staffers, who are key personnel and will deliver the message to
their Member. Staffers might seem rushed; do not take it personally as this is an incredibly busy time in
Congress.
Each team member should speak BREIFLY (2-3 minutes).
All team members should send follow-up email to the Member’s office (see sample email below).
Team Lead

•

•
•
•
•

Set the stage (briefly: no more than 5 minutes):
o Thank Member / staffer for their time
o Introduce yourself and your organization.
o We are here to advocate for additional federal funding for established MMH programs.
Allow other team members to introduce themselves: name, organization, location.
Refer to Infographic / Fact Sheet to make key points.
After other team members have shared their stories, make the request for funding.
Close the meeting by thanking Member / staffer for their time.
Explain (briefly: 2-3 minutes) how your program works.
Highlight a specific success or challenge.
If a HRSA grant recipient, explain how grateful you are and how much it has helped the
mothers / families in your state.
If providing a psychiatry access program without HRSA funding, or if your state applied for
but didn’t receive a HRSA grant, explain how your state would benefit from funding.

Representative
from
psychiatry
access
program

•
•
•

Advocate with
“lived
experience”

•
•
•

Tell your story (briefly: 2-3 minutes). Rehearse, rehearse, rehearse.
Include your name, where you live, how you had a hard time finding help, and how a
dedicated MMH program or hotline would have helped you recover more quickly.
I don’t want any other mother to go through what I went through.

Other
advocates

•
•

Describe (briefly: 2-3 minutes) what you do regarding maternal mental health in your state.
Share some additional facts.

Notetaker

•

Designate a notetaker to capture “action” items that require follow-up.

•

SAMPLE FOLLOW-UP EMAIL
Thank you so much for taking time to meet with our team of Maternal Mental Health advocates from (our state)
on Thursday, March 4. We are so grateful for your time and interest in addressing maternal mental health (MMH)
issues, which are the most common complication of pregnancy and childbirth, affecting 1 in 5 women (or xxxxx in
our state).
Here is the information you requested (insert requested information or clarifying statements). As a reminder, we
hope that (name of legislator) will seek additional funding as requested for MMH programs: $5 million for grants
to states to create programs to address MMH, and $2 million for a dedicated MMH hotline.
Please let me know if you need any additional information.
Sincerely, p
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Roles & Responsibilities of Amplifying Teams
Amplifying Teams will educate, engage, and mobilize via social media with the goal of reaching legislators and
making a difference in the decision-making process. The more times a legislator hears about an issue from
his/her constituents, the more likely the issue will rise to the top of the priority list. The goal of the Amplifying
Teams is to amplify the request for additional funding for established MMH programs. Please refer to the
Social Media Toolkit on Page 6 for messaging and graphics.

Actions for Amplifying Team Members – March 4-5, 2021






Thursday, March 4: Share posts on social media (see Social Media Toolkit on page 6.). Use the
legislator’s social media handles (see page 7) to encourage funding established MMH programs.
While the Advocacy Day requests are focused on Congressional Appropriators, advocates should feel
free to engage other federal elected officials.
Friday, March 5: If an Advocacy Day Team met with a legislator from your state, email the staffer,
saying that you understand that s/he met with a team discussing maternal mental health and that you
support the request for additional funding (see sample email below and legislative staff contact
information on page 8).
Raise awareness: Repost, retweet, “like”, tag, etc, etc.

SAMPLE AMPLIFYING EMAIL TO STAFFERS
Dear (name of staffer),
I am writing to follow up on meetings you had on Thursday, March 4 with Maternal Mental Health
Advocates from (your state). Thank you so much for taking time to meet with them to discuss opportunities
to help support new mothers in our state.
As you learned from my fellow advocates, anxiety and depression are the most common complication of
pregnancy and childbirth, affecting 1 in 5 women, or 800,000 new mothers each year in the United States.
We are seeking additional funding for two important programs to help America’s new mothers:



$5 million in additional funding for grants to states to create programs to address maternal mental
health
$2 million in additional funding for a dedicated maternal mental health hotline

Again, thank you for your time and commitment to help new mothers and their families get off to the best
start possible.
Sincerely,
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Social Media Toolkit
The most effective social media posts include a graphic element with facts. Both are provided below.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAPTIONS – Use for messaging
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maternal mental health conditions -- primarily anxiety and depression -are the MOST COMMON complication of pregnancy and childbirth,
impacting 1 in 5 women.
800,000 new mothers will experience MMH conditions each year in the
United States.
75% of women experiencing MMH conditions go untreated.
The cost of untreated MMH conditions is $32,000 per mother-infant pair,
or $14.2 billion nationally.
Untreated MMH conditions can have long-term negative impact on
mother, baby, family, and society.
Women of color and women who live in poverty experience MMH
conditions at 2X the rate of White women.
The COVID-19 pandemic has TRIPLED the incidence of MMH conditions.
Fund MMH programs now! $2 million for a hotline, $5 million for grants to
states.
MMH needs additional funding: $2 million for a dedicated hotline and
$5 million for grants to states to create programs to address MMH.

GRAPHICS

Cut & paste or
download HERE

FUNDING REQUESTS – Include in messaging
•
•

$2 million for a dedicated MMH hotline
$5 million for grants to states to create programs to address MMH

HANDLES

@MMHLA2
@MarchofDimes
Find social media handles for key Members of Congress on page 9.

HASHTAGS

#MMHAdvocacy
#MaternalMentalHealth
#MaternalMHMatters
#MaternalMentalHealthMatters

Don’t forget to follow
@MMHLA2 and @MarchofDimes
on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook & Linkedin!
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Congressional Social Media Handles
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Congressional Staff Contact Information
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Background: Maternal Mental Health
•

Maternal mental health conditions (MMH) are the most common complications of pregnancy and
childbirth, affecting 1 in 5 women (800,000 women each year in the United States).

•

75% of women affected by MMH conditions go untreated.

•

MMH conditions include depression, anxiety disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorders, posttraumatic stress disorder, bipolar illness, and substance use disorders.

•

MMH conditions are caused by a combination of changes in biology, psychology, and environment.

•

Suicide and overdose are the leading causes of death in the first year postpartum with 100% of
these deaths deemed preventable.

•

The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated MMH conditions to 3-4 times the rate prior to the
pandemic.

•

The cost of MMH conditions is $32,000 per mother-infant pair or $14.2 billion nationally in
accounting for lost wages and productivity of the mother and addressing poor health outcomes of
mother and baby.

•

Women of color and women who live in poverty are disproportionately impacted by MMH
conditions, experiencing them 2-3 times the rate as White women. Lack of access to healthcare,
logistical barriers to obtaining help, and cultural and racial biases in the healthcare system all
contribute to these disparities.

•

Untreated MMH conditions can have long-term negative impact on mother, baby, family, and
society.

CONSEQUENCES OF UNTREATED MMH CONDITIONS
Untreated MMH conditions can have long-term negative impact on mother, baby, and family.
MOTHER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Women with untreated MMH conditions
are more likely to:
Not manage their own health
Have poor nutrition
Use substances such as alcohol, tobacco, or
drugs
Experience physical, emotional, or sexual
abuse
Be less responsive to baby’s cues
Have fewer positive interactions with baby
Experience breastfeeding challenges
Question their competence as mothers

CHILD

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children born to parents with untreated MMH
conditions are at higher risk for:
Low birth weight or small head size
Pre-term birth
Longer stay in the NICU
Excessive crying
Impaired parent-child interactions
Behavioral, cognitive, or emotional delays
Requiring psychiatric care

Untreated mental health issues in the home may result in
an Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE), which can impact
the long-term health of the child.

Parents who are depressed or anxious are more likely to:
• Make more trips to the emergency department or doctor’s office
• Find it particularly challenging to manage a child’s chronic health conditions
• Not follow guidance for safe infant sleep and car seat usage
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Background: Legislative Requests
Maternal Mental Health Hotline
Overview

24/7 specialized voice and text support with certified counselors

Rationale

Mothers and families need access to 24-hour specialized voice and text support through a
nationally-funded hotline to address MMH conditions before they create long-lasting
adverse health outcomes for mother and baby.

FY 21 Funding

$3 million

FY 22 Request

$2 million additional

Rationale

To provide text services, culturally-appropriation support, and public awareness

Notes

•
•
•

Most hotlines are funded in the $10-15 million range.
Hotline will be staffed with qualified counselors who will provide support,
information, and resources and referrals. Calls will be routed to appropriate hotlines
(suicide, domestic violence) as appropriate.
PSI provides a “warmline” but calls are not answered in person or after-hours.

Screening and Treatment of Maternal Depression
Overview

HRSA grants to states to create programs to address MMH (psychiatry access programs)

Rationale

This program, funded initially for 2019-2023, provides grants to states to create programs
to address MMH conditions. Often referred to as “HRSA grants”.
Only 7 states (FL, KA, LA, MT, NC, RI, VT) received funding due to budget limitations.

Applied but
not funded

30 states: AK, DC, CA, CO, CT, GA, HI, IL, IN, ME, MD, MN, MO, NH, NJ, NY, OK, PR, TX, UT,
WA, WV, WI

FY 21 Funding

$5 million

FY 22 Request

$5 million additional

Rationale

Fund 5 additional state programs and provide technical assistance to non-grantee states

Notes

•
•
•
•

Several other states have created programs with philanthropic or state funding.
These programs are cost-effective: the Massachusetts program costs $13 per mother
per year.
Almost 40 states have similar child psychiatry access programs.
The child programs are funded at 2x the rate as the maternal psychiatry access
programs.

Appropriations Committee Leads
HOUSE: Rep Lucille Roybal-Allard (D-CA) and Rep Jaime Herrera-Beutler (R-WA)
SENATE: Sen Tammy Baldwin (D-WI), more to come
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Background: State Information
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